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a b s t r a c t
Weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes have been mainly used for solving
hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs). Such schemes are capable of high order
approximation in smooth regions and non-oscillatory sharp resolution of discontinuities.
The base of theWENO schemes is a non-oscillatoryWENOapproximation procedure,which
is not necessarily related to PDEs. The typical WENO procedures are WENO interpolation
andWENO reconstruction. TheWENO algorithm has gained much popularity but the basic
idea of approximation did not change much over the years. In this paper, we first briefly
review the idea of WENO interpolation and propose a modification of the basic algorithm.
Newapproximation should improve basic characteristics of the approximation and provide
amore flexible framework for future applications. NewWENO procedure involves a binary
tree weighted construction that is based on key ideas of WENO algorithm and we refer
to it as the binary weighted essentially non-oscillatory (BWENO) approximation. New
algorithm comes in a rational and a polynomial version. Furthermore, we describe the
WENO reconstruction procedure, which is usually involved in the numerical schemes for
hyperbolic PDEs, and propose the new reconstruction procedure based on the described
BWENO interpolation. The obtained numerical results show that the newly proposed
procedures perform very well on the considered test examples.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) reconstruction is the crucial part of theWENO numerical schemes that
were successfully and intensively used for solving hyperbolic problems in last twenty years. The finite difference version of
these schemeswas originally proposedby Liu et al. in [1]. Due to the robustness and goodproperties ofWENO reconstruction,
additionally, the finite volume, finite element and centralWENOschemeswere developed. A detailed description of the finite
difference and finite volume WENO numerical schemes can be found, for example, in [2] and the description of the central
WENO schemes in [3].
The main challenge to the design of numerical schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws is the presence of jump
discontinuities in the solutions. One can use fast and robust first order accurate monotone schemes that provide non-
oscillatory resolution of discontinuities [4,5]. These schemes are a good choice for some problems, but they tend to smear
discontinuities and produce excess amount of numerical dissipation. Second order schemes [6,7] give sharp shock resolution
and reduce numerical dissipation in the smooth regions. For a large number of problems second order schemes give the best
balance between resolution and computational cost. However, there exist situations inwhich the application of higher order
numerical schemes is important for obtaining correct and precise numerical solutions.
A class of high order accurate essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) schemes was introduced by Harten et al. [8,9] and
improved by Shu and Osher [10]. ENO schemes can be designed for any order of accuracy but they use more CPU time
than second order schemes. The key of the ENO algorithm is an adaptive polynomial interpolation procedure that picks
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the least oscillatory interpolating polynomial as an approximation of a function appearing in the corresponding numerical
scheme. The common properties of all ENO schemes are the high resolution near discontinuities and the genuine high
order accuracy in smooth regions. WENO schemes are based on the adaptation and improvement of ENO idea with modest
increase of algorithmcomplexity. The basic idea ofWENO interpolation is an adaptiveweighted combination of interpolating
polynomials to obtain a non-oscillatory approximation of a function. WENO schemes are based on the method of lines
approach [11], which reduces the PDE to a systemof time dependent ODE after appropriate spatial discretization obtained by
usingWENO reconstruction. The systemof ODE is then usually solved by using some strong stability preserving Runge–Kutta
method (see [12,13]). The brief descriptions of WENO interpolation and reconstruction are given in Sections 2 and 3, while
their application to the finite volume WENO scheme for hyperbolic balance laws is described in Section 5. More detailed
descriptions of all the WENO procedures can be found, for example, in [2,14].
WENO schemes are very popular and there are many adaptations and applications of the algorithm. Although most
WENO schemes are explicit, in [15] a fifth order flux implicit WENO method was used. There is a series of papers in
which the stated schemes were extended to the balanced law systems [16–21]. In [22,23] WENO schemes for non-uniform
meshes where considered. Also, the WENO algorithm is not restricted just to one spatial dimension. Two and three-
dimensional interpolations and reconstructions using the WENO algorithm can be found in [24–26]. Although the basic
WENO interpolation algorithm did not change much over the years, in [27,28] some corrections of the algorithm were
proposed in order to improve the order of accuracy near critical points.
In this paper, we propose the modifications of the basic WENO algorithm. The organization of the paper is as follows. In
Section 2 the interpolation problem is considered and first its solution by using the standardWENO procedure is described.
Then we propose a new WENO interpolation algorithm, which is based on the recursive binary weighted essentially non-
oscillatory (BWENO) interpolation. The new algorithm is actually the generalization of the WENO algorithm, but it allows
a more flexible construction. This newly proposed construction allows using the polynomials of different order as the
building blocks of the higher order non-oscillatory reconstruction. In this way, in some situations, more robust numerical
approximations can be obtained inheriting at the same time all desired properties of WENO interpolation. Two versions of
the BWENO algorithm are developed, a rational and a polynomial interpolation. In both cases, we prove that some crucial
properties regarding accuracy and differentiability of interpolating function are fulfilled. In Section 3, the reconstruction
problem is described and its solution by the WENO and the new BWENO procedures are presented. In Section 4 we show
some interesting tests and examples of the newBWENO interpolations and reconstructions. The proposed BWENOalgorithm
can be used as a possible alternative to the classical WENO approach in the construction of WENO schemes for solving
hyperbolic conservation laws. This is done in Section 5 where the BWENO procedure is used in combination with the finite
volume schemes for solving hyperbolic conservation laws. The behavior of the newly proposed schemes is studied on several
numerical tests.
2. Interpolation
Let a = x1 < · · · < xN = b be the partition of the interval [a, b]. Suppose that pointwise values vi = v(xi), i = 1, . . . ,N
of function v(x) are given. We would like to find an approximation of the function value at some point x other than the grid
points xi. Further on, let us assume that this point is contained in the interval [xi, xi+1]. To simplify the algorithms in this
paper, we assume that the mesh can be extended using ghost points.
2.1. WENO interpolation
The described problem can be formulated more precisely as follows: we are interested in the high order accurate
approximation to the smooth function v(x) in the interval [xi, xi+1] by a polynomial p(x) of degree at most r , r ≥ 1 such that
p(x) = v(x)+ O(∆xr+1), x ∈ [xi, xi+1]. (1)
It is clear that the stated task can be handled as the standard interpolation problem. Actually,we can construct r interpolating
polynomials ps(x), s = 0, . . . , r−1, which satisfy accuracy (1). Each polynomial ps(x) interpolates the function v(x) at r+1
consecutive nodes {xi−r+1+s, . . . , xi+s+1}, i.e.,
ps(xj) = vj, j = i− r + 1+ s, . . . , i+ s+ 1. (2)
We refer to the interval that contains all nodes {xi−r+1+s, . . . , xi+s} belonging to the polynomial ps(x) as to its stencil and
we denote it with
Sr,s(i) = [xi−r+s+1, xi+s+1] , s = 0, . . . , r − 1. (3)
It is worth to note that each stencil Sr,s(i) defined with (3) always contains nodes xi and xi+1. Therefore each polynomial
ps(x), s = 0, . . . , r − 1 interpolates the function v(x) at points xi and xi+1.
As we already said, an (r+ 1)-th order approximation to the function v(x) in the interval [xi, xi+1] can be determined for
each stencil Sr,s(i), s = 0, . . . , r − 1. However, the stencils Sr,s(i), s = 0, . . . , r − 1 compose one larger stencil T (i)
T (i) =
r−1
s=0
Sr,s(i) (4)
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with 2r nodes. By following the previously described procedure we can find (2r − 1)-th degree interpolating polynomial
q(x) associated to the stencil T (i), which approximates the function v(x) with the order 2r in the interval [xi, xi+1] if the
function is smooth on this stencil. Moreover, there exist functions Cr,s(x), usually called ideal weights, such that
q(x) =
r−1
s=0
Cr,s(x)ps(x), x ∈ [xi, xi+1]. (5)
Cr,s(x) are actually polynomials of degree (r − 1) and Cr,s(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [xi−1, xi+2] (see [23,29]). Thus, for an arbitrary
point x ∈ [xi, xi+1], we can obtain (2r)-th order accurate approximation to the function value v(x) as the linear combination
of its (r + 1)-th order approximations.
WENO (weighted essentially non-oscillatory) interpolation is the improvement of the described polynomial
interpolation. This improvement is based on the idea of avoiding spurious oscillations,which can appear near discontinuities.
In the proceeding, a brief description of theWENOprocedure is given. Instead of taking the polynomial value q(x) as the high
order approximation to the value v(x) at the point x ∈ [xi, xi+1], in the WENO procedure this approximation is determined
as a convex combination of the form
vr(x) =
r−1
s=0
ωr,s(x)ps(x), (6)
where the non-linear weights satisfy ωr,s(x) ≥ 0, s = 0, . . . , r − 1 andr−1s=0 ωr,s(x) = 1. It is clear that the crucial step
in obtaining non-oscillatory reconstruction is the choice of weights ωr,s(x). They are designed to approach as closely as
possible the optimal linear weights Cr,s(x) if the function is smooth in the stencil Sr,s(i). Precisely, the appropriate condition
for obtaining high order accurate approximation would be
ωr,s(x) = Cr,s(x)+ O(∆xr), s = 0, . . . , r − 1. (7)
According to [30], if (7) is valid, vr(x) is the (2r)-th order accurate approximation to the value v(x). If a jump discontinuity
appears inside the stencil Sr,s(i) for some s, the corresponding weight ωr,s(x) is determined to be small (near zero), so that
the influence of the polynomial that possibly contains oscillations becomes small. In this way the oscillations are avoided
and the non-oscillatory reconstruction is achieved. The weights ωr,s(x) are defined with
ωr,s(x) = αr,s(x)r−1
j=0
αr,j(x)
, (8)
where
αr,s(x) = Cr,s(x)
ϵ + SI2r,s
. (9)
Parameter ϵ, introduced to avoid the denominator to be equal to 0, can be taken to be 10−15. In this paper, similarly as in [31],
the expression (9) is used instead of the most commonly used expression
αr,s(x) = Cr,s(x)
(ϵ + SIr,s)2 . (10)
However, this change has negligible influence to the algorithm behavior.
The smoothness indicators SIr,s, incorporated in the non-linear weights evaluation through the expression (9), represent
a measure of oscillations of the polynomial ps(x) in the interval [xi, xi+1]which is a indicator of smoothness of function v(x).
The usual expression for evaluating them, as proposed in [2], reads
SIr,s =
r
l=1
 xi+1
xi
∆x2l−1

dlps(x)
dxl
2
dx. (11)
Amore detailed description and the properties of smoothness indicators and of the completeWENO procedure can be found
in the series of papers about WENO schemes [31,30,14,29]
2.2. BWENO interpolation
WENO algorithm described in the Section 2.1 is used for the high order approximation of function v(x) in smooth regions
and non-oscillatory approximation in the vicinity of jump discontinuity. The motivation for developing a new and a more
flexible numerical method comes from the fact that this non-oscillatory property is not always satisfied. The oscillations
can appear, for example, if the assumption of the WENO approximation that jump discontinuities are isolated and do not
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interact is not valid. Let us consider the example of the function v(x) that is not smooth and has two jump discontinuities
close together. If those discontinuities have less than r grid points in between, then all interpolating polynomials of degree r
or higherwill oscillate in this region.WENOprocedure that uses a convex combination of this polynomials will not be able to
avoid oscillations. This problem could be avoided or at least reduced by using lower degree polynomials in the construction.
In order to include this idea in the interpolating procedure, we generalize the construction described in the Section 2.1.
The newly proposed construction is developed in such a way that the basic properties of the approximating function are
retained, bringing at the same time some improvements.
As before, our task is to determine the approximation by a function, now denotedwith pr(x), which is up to (2r)-th order
accurate approximation to the smooth function v(x) in the interval [xi, xi+1], i.e., the approximating function should satisfy
pr(x) = v(x)+ O(∆xm), x ∈ [xi, xi+1], 2 ≤ m ≤ 2r. (12)
pr(x) should preferably be a polynomial but not necessarily. Furthermore, pr(x) should interpolate the function v(x) in at
least two points, xi and xi+1. Finally, pr(x)must be essentially non-oscillatory and provide sharp discontinuity resolution.
In the proposed algorithm, the function pr(x) is defined recursively. More precisely, first the functions pr,k,l(x), k =
1, . . . , 2r , l = 1, . . . , 2r − k+ 1, are determined by using a binary tree recursive construction
pr,1,l(x) = vi−r+l, (13)
pr,k,l (x) = ωr,k,l (x) pr,k−1,l (x)+

1− ωr,k,l (x)

pr,k−1,l+1 (x) . (14)
Finally, we take pr(x) = pr,2r,1(x). Here ωr,k,l(x) are some weighting functions that will be similar to the non-linear weights
in WENO approximation. pr,k,l(x) are building functions, which depend on nodes contained in the stencil
Sr,k,l(i) = [xi−r+l, xi−r+l+k−1]. (15)
Note that Sr,k,l(i) = Sr,k−1,l(i) ∪ Sr,k−1,l+1(i).
The choice of weighting functionωr,k,l(x)will obviously be crucial for the proposed binaryWENO (BWENO) construction.
Before we finally define our algorithm, it is worth noting that if pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) are interpolating polynomials on
stencils Sr,k−1,l(i) and Sr,k−1,l+1(i), then by choosing ωr,k,l(x) = Cr,k,l(x)where
Cr,k,l(x) = x− xi−r+l+k−1xi−r+l − xi−r+l+k−1 , (16)
the step of the proposed recursive construction becomes equal to the Neville algorithm for the construction of interpolating
polynomials. In this case, the function pr,k,l(x) defined with (14), becomes an interpolating polynomial on larger stencil
Sr,k,l(i).
The complete definition of the introduced BWENO algorithm will be finished with the definition of weighting functions
ωr,k,l(x). Before that, we define the smoothness indicators of building functions through the expression
SIr,k,l =
k−1
j=1
 xi+1
xi
∆x2j−1

djpr,k,l(x)
dxj
2
dx. (17)
It is clear that similarly as in theWENO schemes, the smoothness indicators represent a measure of oscillations of functions
pr,k,l(x) over the cell [xi, xi+1].
In the proceeding we develop two types of BWENO interpolation, depending on the choice of weighting functions.
2.2.1. Rational BWENO interpolation
In the first approach, we define the weighting functions ωr,k,l(x) in the following way
ωr,k,l(x) =

Rr,k,l(x), k ≥ 4, max{0, r + 2− k} < l < r +min{0, r + 2− k}
Cr,k,l(x), otherwise,
(18)
Rr,k,l(x) =
Cr,k,l(x)(ϵ + SIαr,k,lr,k−1,l+1)
ϵ + Cr,k,l(x)SIαr,k,lr,k−1,l+1 + (1− Cr,k,l(x))SIαr,k,lr,k−1,l
, (19)
where Cr,k,l(x) are ideal linear weights defined with (16), SIr,k−1,l+1 and SIr,k−1,l are smoothness indicators. Rr,k,l(x) is a
monotone rational function on stencil Sr,k,l(i) that will increase the influence of smoother functions in the interpolation
procedure. The exponents αr,k,l can be chosen arbitrarily such that αr,k,l ≥ 0. It is easy to see that for αr,k,l = 0, the defined
weight Rr,k,l(x) becomes equal to the ideal linear weight, i.e., Rr,k,l(x) = Cr,k,l(x).
From definition (18), it is clear that for some indexes the defined weighting functions ωr,k,l(x) are rational if the
corresponding exponentsαr,k,l are strongly positive. Therefore, we refer to the proposed algorithm as to the rational BWENO
interpolation.
The idea of using such weighting functions comes from the original WENO schemes in which the polynomials of
order r are combined by using similar weighting functions defined by (8) and (9) to obtain higher order non-oscillatory
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Table 1
Construction algorithm of BWENO interpolation in the interval [xi, xi+1] and for r = 4.
xi−3 p4,1,1
p4,2,1
xi−2 p4,1,2 p4,3,1
p4,2,2 p4,4,1
xi−1 p4,1,3 p4,3,2 p4,5,1
p4,2,3 p4,4,2 p4,6,1
xi p4,1,4 p4,3,3 p4,5,2 p4,7,1
p4,2,4 p4,4,3 p4,6,2 p4,8,1
xi+1 p4,1,5 p4,3,4 p4,5,3 p4,7,2
p4,2,5 p4,4,4 p4,6,3
xi+2 p4,1,6 p4,3,5 p4,5,4
p4,2,6 p4,4,5
xi+3 p4,1,7 p4,3,6
p4,2,7
xi+4 p4,1,8
approximations of order 2r − 1. However, in the proposed case weights ωr,k,l(x) are defined such that two neighboring
approximating functions at level k−1 are combined to produce possibly one order higher non-oscillatory approximation at
the next level k. A more detailed discussion about the effects of the chosen weighting factors ωr,k,l(x) (18), which are then
used in (14) follows.
If we look carefully to the indexes that appear in the definition (18), we can notice that if stencils Sr,k−1,l(i) and Sr,k−1,l+1(i)
do not contain the interval [xi, xi+1], then ωr,k,l(x) = Cr,k,l(x). So, if at least one of the stencils of interpolating polynomials
pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) does not contain the interval [xi, xi+1], the corresponding weight ωr,k,l(x) is equal to the ideal
linear weight Cr,k,l(x) and according to the discussion in the previous section pr,k,l(x) becomes interpolating polynomial
on larger stencil Sr,k,l(i) and the higher accuracy is achieved. On the other hand, just in the case when two neighboring
functions pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) both include [xi, xi+1] in their stencil, the smoothness indicators can be evaluated, and
nonlinear weights Rr,k,l(x) can be determined. The first interpolating polynomials with this property are pr,3,r−1(x) and
pr,3,r(x). Therefore, the function pr,4,r−1(x) is the first one constructed by using the rational weight Rr,4,r−1(x), which uses
the smoothness indicators of pr,3,r−1(x) and pr,3,r(x) in an appropriate way (see (19)) to obtain higher order non-oscillatory
approximation. The same procedure is used for all cases inwhich both stencils Sr,k−1,l(i) and Sr,k−1,l+1(i) contain the interval
[xi, xi+1]. Then the rational weighting function of the form (19) is used to combine functions pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) in a
non-oscillatory manner.
It is worth to note that no function pr,k,l(x) on levels k ≤ 4 with the exception of the index l = r − 1 on level k = 4,
can be determined by using rational weights, since there exist no pair of neighboring building functions on lower level that
both contain the complete interval [xi, xi+1] in their stencil. It can be also noticed that all functions on higher level, i.e., for
k > 4, constructed by using the rational weights actually contain pr,4,r−1(x) in their recursive construction. This can be
nicely observed in Table 1 where the construction tree of interpolating function for the particular case r = 4 is shown.
However, the previous statements and description of interpolation procedure is valid regardless of the value of r .
Furthermore, exponent αr,k,l can be used to create approximating functions with desired properties.
Lemma 1. Let r be an arbitrary integer and i a node index. Then for k = 1, . . . , 2r and l = 1, . . . , 2r − k + 1 the functions
ωr,k,l(x) and pr,k,l(x) defined with (15)–(19) satisfy:
(a) 0 ≤ ωr,k,l(x) ≤ 1, for all x ∈ Sr,k,l(i).
(b) ωr,k,l(x), pr,k,l(x) ∈ C∞ ([xi−1, xi+2]).
(c) pr,k,l(xi−r+l+j) = vi−r+l+j, j = 0, . . . , k− 1.
(d) If pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) are interpolating polynomials, and v′(x) ≠ 0 then pr,k,l(x) is a k-th order accurate
approximation to the smooth function v(x) for all x ∈ [xi, xi+1].
Proof. (a) and (b) According to the discussion in the previous paragraph, if stencils Sr,k−1,l(i) and Sr,k−1,l+1(i) do not contain
the interval [xi, xi+1], then ωr,k,l(x) = Cr,k,l(x). The claim (a) then follows directly from the fact that the ideal linear weights
satisfy 0 ≤ Cr,k,l(x) ≤ 1 for x ∈ Sr,k,l(i). In that case the constructed function pr,k,l(x) is actually an interpolating polynomial
on points contained in Sr,k,l(i). Thus, (b) follows immediately. The same arguments hold if only one stencil contains the
interval [xi, xi+1].
Let consider now the case when both stencils Sr,k−1,l(i) and Sr,k−1,l+1(i) contain the interval [xi, xi+1]. As we already
concluded, in that case ωr,k,l(x) is rational function defined with (19). If smoothness indicators SIr,k−1,l and SIr,k−1,l+1 can be
calculated, the n-th derivative of function ωr,k,l(x) is equal to
dnωr,k,l(x)
dxn
= Qn(x)
ϵ + Cr,k,l(x)SIαr,k,lr,k−1,l+1 + (1− Cr,k,l(x))SIαr,k,lr,k−1,l
2n , (20)
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where Qn(x) is a polynomial. Since 0 ≤ Cr,k,l(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ [xi−r+l, xi−r+l+k−1] and smoothness indicators are positive
numbers, denominator in (20) is positive on the same stencil. It follows then from (20) that
dnωr,k,l(x)
dxn
∈ C∞ ([xi−r+l, xi−r+l+k−1]) . (21)
Smoothness indicators SIr,k,l can be calculated if pr,k,l(x) is differentiable. To prove statement (b) we can exploit
the recursive definition (14). In the case of polynomials the proof is obvious so it is enough to show that pr,k,l(x) ∈
C∞ ([xi−1, xi+2]) in the case of a rational function. Without loss of generality let αr,4,r−1 > 0 which is the lowest level
(k = 4) for which a rational function can be used. All rational functions contain pr,4,r−1(x) in their recursion regardless of
the value of r .
Thus, since pr,3,r−1(x) and pr,3,r(x) are polynomials, the smoothness indicators SIr,3,r−1 and SIr,3,r can be evaluated. The
smoothness indicators are positive, and actually it is quite simple to show 0 ≤ Rr,4,r−1(x) ≤ 1, which means that (a) holds
for ωr,4,r−1(x). Also, it follows from (20) that for ωr,4,r−1(x) the derivative of arbitrary order exists. As we already explained,
the derivatives of pr,4,r−1(x) can then be determined using (14) and furthermore, the smoothness indicator SIr,4,r−1 needed
for the construction of functions on higher level can be evaluated. Now, by induction it follows that (a) and (b) holds for all
considered k and l, and furthermore for arbitrary r .
(c) It is easy to show that ωr,k,l(xi−r+l) = 0 and ωr,k,l(xi−r+l+k−1) = 1 for all considered k, l, and r . Assume that pr,k−1,l(x)
and pr,k−1,l+1(x) satisfy statement (c). Then from the recursion step (14), it follows that (c) is satisfied for pr,k,l(x). Since (c)
obviously holds for k = 1, by induction, the statement holds for all considered r , k, and l.
(d) For interpolating polynomials pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) that are (k − 1)-th order accurate approximations to v(x)
for all x ∈ [xi, xi+1] and v′(x) ≠ 0 for all x ∈ [xi, xi+1], smoothness indicators (17) have the form D(1+ O(∆xk−1)) and the
relation ωr,k,l(x) = Cr,k,l(x)+ O(∆xk−1) is valid (see [2,30]). Then we have
pr,k,l(x)− v(x) = (ωr,k,l(x)− Cr,k,l(x))pr,k−1,l(x)+ (Cr,k,l+1(x)− ωr,k,l+1(x))pr,k−1,l+1(x)+ O(∆xk)
= (ωr,k,l(x)− Cr,k,l(x))(pr,k−1,l(x)− v(x))
+ (Cr,k,l+1(x)− ωr,k,l+1(x))(pr,k−1,l+1(x)− v(x))+ O(∆xk)
= O(∆xk)+ O(∆x2k−2) = O(∆xk).
With this we finish the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 2. Function pr(x) defined with (14)–(19) satisfies:
(a) pr(x) ∈ C∞ ([xi−1, xi+2]).
(b) pr(xi−r+j) = vi−r+j, j = 1, . . . , 2r.
Proof. Claims (a) and (b) for function pr(x) = pr,2r,1(x) directly follow from Lemma 1. 
It is important to notice from the theorem that function pr(x) is a smooth interpolating function on the domain of our
interest [xi, xi+1].
Expressions (14)–(18) describe BWENO algorithm which results with a rational approximating function. In Table 1 the
binary tree of the proposed construction for r = 4 is presented to get a visual cue for the complexity of the algorithm. In the
presented scheme, the rational interpolating functions are highlighted, while the rest of the functions are, according to the
defined BWENO construction, the interpolating polynomials. The considered example refers to the BWENO approximation
that should be at most eight order accurate on smooth data. If the data are not smooth then the algorithm will try to
increase the influence of some function inwhose stencil the data are smoother. As we already clarified, by using a high order
polynomials as building blocks in the vicinity of jump discontinuities, unwanted oscillations can be induced. Therefore, in
the vicinity of a jump discontinuity, the order of interpolating approximation as well as the accuracy of the interpolating
function is reduced when using BWENO.
If we compare WENO and BWENO algorithm, one can conclude that the WENO algorithm is simpler. For example, in
the case r = 4 the WENO algorithm uses fourth order interpolating polynomials p0(x), . . . , p3(x) as building blocks for
higher approximations. These polynomials are combined using a convex combination to produce a rational function. If
discontinuities are present in the stencil, WENO scheme will try to reduce the influence of polynomials defined on stencils
that contain discontinuities. This is not always possible and WENO algorithm will sometimes be forced to use a relatively
high degree oscillating polynomial. So, when dealing with complex discontinuous function we expect that BWENO will
produce smaller oscillations since the polynomials of different orders are included in the construction, enabling in this
way that lower order polynomials have a significant influence to approximating function. This advantage of the BWENO
interpolation should be even more noticeable on bigger stencils.
Moreover, the proposed BWENO interpolation can be seen as the generalization of the WENO interpolation. For the
considered case r = 4, if one choses αr,k,l = 0 for k ≤ 5, BWENO algorithm will produce the interpolating polynomials
p4,5,1(x), . . . , p4,5,4(x) that are equal to the polynomials p0(x), . . . , p3(x). Then by choosing αr,k,l = 2 for k > 5, BWENO
algorithm will produce very similar interpolating functions as the standard WENO algorithm.
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In the classicalWENOapproach, aswell as in the rational BWENOapproach, theweighting functions are rational functions
that depend on smoothness indicators to obtain a non-oscillatory high order approximation. However, by using such rational
weighting function, discontinuities could appear in the approximating functions. Despite the fact that these discontinuities
could appear only outside the interval [xi−1, xi+2] (according to (a) of Theorem 2), it would be more appropriate to have the
approximating functions pr(x)without discontinuities on the complete stencil Sr,2r,1(i) = [xi−r , xi+r+1]. In order to achieve
this property, we propose in the proceeding the new approach, which uses the polynomial weighting functions instead of
rational ones.
2.2.2. Polynomial BWENO
In the polynomial BWENO interpolation, we propose to use the linearizations of weighting functions ωr,k,l(x) defined
with (19). This approach will result in a polynomial approximating function. Thus, instead of (18) we propose to take
ωr,k,l(x) =

Lr,k,l(x), k ≥ 4, max{0, r + 2− k} < l < r +min{0, r + 2− k}
Cr,k,l(x), otherwise,
(22)
where
Lr,k,l(x) = x− xi+1xi − xi+1 Rr,k,l(xi)+
x− xi
xi+1 − xi Rr,k,l(xi+1). (23)
The consequence of using (22) and (23) as weighting functions will be a piecewise polynomial approximation of function
v(x). We refer to the proposed approximation as to the polynomial or linearized BWENO (LBWENO) approximation.
We must show that the proposed polynomial approximation does not reduce the order of accuracy and that it retains
good properties of the previously described rational approximation.
Lemma 3. Let r and i be a positive integers. For k = 2, . . . , 2r and l = 1, . . . , 2r−k+1, functionsωr,k,l(x) and pr,k,l(x) defined
with (15)–(17), (22) and (23) satisfy:
(a) 0 ≤ ωr,k,l(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ [xi, xi+1].
(b) pr,k,l(x) is at most (k− 1)-th degree polynomial.
(c) pr,k,l(xi) = vi and pr,k,l(xi+1) = vi+1 for max{0, r + 2− k} ≤ l ≤ r +min{0, r + 2− k}.
(d) If pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) are interpolating polynomials and v′(x) ≠ 0. then pr,k,l(x) is a k-th order accurate
approximation to a smooth function v(x) for all x ∈ [xi, xi+1].
Proof. (a) The expression (23) linearizes the function (18) in the interval [xi, xi+1]. Therefore, (a) follows from Lemma 1.
(b) After the linearization of the rational weighting function, the weights ωr,k,l(x) becomes linear functions for all r, k, l.
Then, by induction, (b) follows directly from (14).
(c) The proof follows by induction. First, for k < 4, pr,k,l(x) are interpolating polynomials, so the statement is obviously
true. The same is true for all approximating function on level k = 4 for all lwith the exception of l = r−1. For l = r−1one can
observe that the stencils of interpolating polynomials pr,3,r−1(x) and pr,3,r(x) contain interval [xi, xi+1], thus pr,4,r−1(xi) = vi
and pr,4,r−1(xi+1) = vi+1. As we already concluded before, all the approximating function on higher level contain pr,4,r−1(x)
in their recursive construction, so the base of the induction is proved. Then if pr,k−1,l(xi) = pr,k−1,l+1(xi) = vi, since (a) holds
pr,k,l(xi) is a convex linear combination of these values, thus pr,k,l(xi) = vi. With this the induction step is proved for the
point xi. The same proof can be used at the point xi+1.
(d) The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 1. For smooth functions pr,k−1,l(x) and pr,k−1,l+1(x) that are (k − 1)-
th order accurate approximations to v(x) for all x ∈ [xi, xi+1], and v′(x) ≠ 0 then smoothness indicators (17) are of form
D(1+O(∆xk−1)). Then, according to [2,30], it follows thatωr,k,l(x) = Cr,k,l(x)+O(∆xk−1). This equality still holds after the
linearization procedure ωr,k,l(x) = Lr,k,l(x) because Cr,k,l(x) is a linear function and the linearization does not change the
size of the nonlinear part O(∆xk−1). As in proof of statement (d) in Lemma 1, we conclude that (d) holds.
Theorem 4. Let r and i be a positive integers. Functions pr(x) = pr,2r,1(x) defined with (13)–(17), (22) and (23) satisfies:
(a) pr(x) is a polynomial.
(b) pr(xi) = vi and pr(xi+1) = vi+1.
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 3. 
It is clear that the obtained polynomial approximation pr(x) has no discontinuities on the whole interval [xi−r , xi+r+1].
When comparing with the rational BWENO approximation, all important properties of the proposed polynomial
approximation are preserved on the interval [xi, xi+1]. There are also other advantages, such as, polynomials are safe
and simple for evaluation and have very simple mathematical apparatus that will come in handy when approximating
derivatives of function v(x). However, the obtained polynomial approximation does not interpolate the considered function
in all nodes of the stencil [xi−r , xi+r+1] used for the construction, but just locally at the nodes xi and xi+1 of the considered
interval [xi, xi+1].
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3. Reconstruction of a function
Assume we have the partition of an interval [a, b]
a = x 1
2
< x 3
2
< · · · < xN− 12 < xN+ 12 = b. (24)
With the given partition, the cells Ii = [xi− 12 , xi+ 12 ] are defined.We denotewith∆xi the size of the cell Ii, with xi =
x
i− 12
+x
i+ 12
2
its center, and the maximum cell size with∆x = max1≤i≤N ∆xi.
We consider the following reconstruction problem. Suppose that instead of pointwise values, the cell averages vi of the
function v(x),
vi = 1
∆xi
 x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
v(x)dx, i = 1, . . . ,N
in all the cells Ii are known. We are interested in the high order accurate approximation to the pointwise values v(x) of the
function v in the i-th cell. Particularly, if the function v(x) is smooth enoughwewant to find the function p(x), which ism-th
order accurate approximation to the function v(x) in the cell Ii, i.e.,
p(x) = v(x)+ O(∆xm), x ∈ Ii, (25)
for the chosen valuem, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2r − 1. Additionally, we require that p(x) satisfies
1
∆xi

Ii
p(ξ)dξ = vi. (26)
3.1. WENO reconstruction
In the proceeding we give a brief description of the WENO reconstruction algorithm. Similarly, as in the WENO
interpolation problem, we are interested in polynomial p(x) of degree at most r − 1, which is r-th order accurate
approximation to the function v in the cell Ii
p(x) = v(x)+ O(∆xr), x ∈ Ii. (27)
Additionally, we require that this reconstructing polynomial satisfies
1
∆xi

Ij
p(ξ)dξ = vj, j = i− r + 1+ s, . . . , i+ s. (28)
In fact, we can reconstruct r polynomials ps(x), s = 0, . . . , r − 1 satisfying requirements (27) and (28). These polynomials
are constructed in the following way. First, the primitive function of the given function v(x),
V (x) =
 x
a
v(ξ)dξ (29)
is defined. Notice that since the cell averages of v(x) are known, the values V (x) at the cell boundaries are exactly defined
V

xi+ 12

=
i
j=1
 j+ 12
j− 12
v(ξ)dξ =
i
j=1
vj∆xj. (30)
By using the interpolation procedure for the primitive function V (x), we can find the r-th degree polynomials P s(x),
s = 0, . . . , r − 1 that interpolate V (x) at the boundary points xi−r+s+ 12 , . . . , xi+s+ 12 of the cells contained in the stencil
Sr,s(i) = {Ii−r+s+1, . . . , Ii+s}, s = 0, . . . , r − 1. (31)
Each stencil consists from r consecutive cells and contains the cell Ii. The polynomial ps(x) is defined as ps(x) = P s′(x). It
is easy to see that polynomials ps(x) satisfy requirements (27) and (28). The proof can be found in [30]. The higher order
polynomial p(x), which is (2r−1)-th order accurate for smooth enough function v(x), can be obtained now as a combination
of these lower order polynomials ps(x), s = 0, . . . , r − 1, i.e.,
p(x) =
r−1
s=0
C˜r,s(x)ps(x), x ∈ Ii. (32)
The algorithm further on is very similar toWENO interpolation. Actually, the same expressions as for theWENO interpolation
problem (6)–(11), in which weights for interpolation Cr,s(x) are replaced with the weights C˜r,s(x) is valid. The smoothness
indicators are evaluated according to (11)with a difference of taking the sumup to l = r−1. It is important to say that unlike
the case ofWENO interpolation, the idealweights C˜r,s(x) of theWENO reconstruction problem are no longer polynomials but
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are rational functions. In some reconstruction points, due to the negative values of weights that could arise in some points
of the considered interval, the problem with stability of WENO reconstruction algorithm occurs. Therefore, the additional
treatment of negative weights that was proposed in [32] is included in this paper. However, the weights could also have
discontinuities even in the considered interval Ii (see [29]), and these could not be resolved with the proposed treatment.
This fact actually has a serious consequence on approximating function, since it is not defined for all x ∈ Ii.
3.2. Modified WENO reconstruction
From the described WENO reconstruction procedure, it can be noticed that the problem of the function reconstruction
is closely related to the interpolation problem. More precisely, for the primitive function V (x) defined with (29), the
reconstruction problem for the function v(x) actually becomes the interpolation problem for V (x) at the stencil cells
boundaries.
Thus, we can use WENO interpolation procedure described in Section 2.1 to interpolate the primitive function V (x)
defined with (29). Precisely, by following WENO interpolation procedure, we determine the interpolating functions P s(x)
like in the standard WENO reconstruction algorithm. Then, instead of taking of derivatives first to obtain polynomials
ps(x) satisfying requirements (27) and (28), we combine first in a non-oscillatory manner interpolating polynomials P s(x),
s = 0, . . . , r − 1 as
P(x) =
r−1
s=0
ωr,s(x)P s(x), (33)
where nonlinear weights ωr,s(x) belonging to P s(x), s = 0, . . . , r − 1 are determined by using (8)–(11) as in the standard
WENO interpolation algorithm described in Section 2.1. In this way a high order accurate non-oscillatory interpolating
function P(x) is determined. The obtained function interpolates V (x) at all boundary points xi−r+ 12 , . . . , xi+r+ 12 . According
to the properties of the linear weights Cr,s(x)which are used when WENO interpolation is applied (see (5)), i.e.,
Cr,s(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [xi−1, xi+2],
the same is true for non-linear weightsωr,s(x), whichmeans that the obtained approximating function P(x) is differentiable
and without poles in the considered central interval [xi, xi+1]. Finally, the approximating function solving the considered
reconstruction problem for the function v(x), is defined as
p(x) = P ′(x).
Since the interpolation procedure results with 2r-th order accurate approximation P(x), which satisfies P(xi− 12 ) =
V (xi− 12 ) and P(xi+ 12 ) = V (xi+ 12 ) according to the definition of V (x), the requirement (26) is obviously satisfied for the
obtained approximation p(x). From the accuracy property of the standardWENO interpolation procedure, it follows that for
the determined function p(x) the accuracy requirement (27) is fulfilled form = 2r − 1.
Analytical evaluation of function P ′(x) becomes demanding, nevertheless the final result is a continuous non-oscillatory
reconstruction.
3.3. BWENO reconstruction
We solve now the reconstruction problem by using the newly proposed algorithms. The construction of the
reconstruction function is done in the similar way as in the modified WENO reconstruction algorithm described in the
previous subsection.
As previously, we consider a primitive function V (x) defined with (29) and determine a non-oscillatory approximation
of primitive function V (x) by following the BWENO and LBWENO interpolation procedures described in Section 2. More
precisely, we follow the proposed recursive construction (13)–(14) applied to function V (x), i.e.,
Pr,1,l(x) = V

xi−r+l+ 12

, (34)
Pr,k,l (x) = ωr,k,l (x) Pr,k−1,l (x)+

1− ωr,k,l (x)

Pr,k−1,l+1 (x) , (35)
and use the expressions (18)–(19) or (22)–(23) for evaluating the appropriate weights ωr,k,l(x).
Finally, we take Pr(x) = Pr,2r,1(x). This can give us high order accurate approximation Pr(x) to V (x). As we proved in
Theorems 2 and 4, Pr(x) interpolates V (x) at least at the boundary points xi− 12 and xi+ 12 of the considered cell Ii. Then, if the
function pr(x) = Pr ′(x) exists, it is clear that it satisfies the requirement (25) and (26).
Thus, in order to solve the defined reconstruction problem, it is important to consider only the existence of derivative of
the function Pr(x) determined by the BWENO or the LBWENO procedures for all x ∈ Ii.
If the rational BWENO procedure is used for obtaining Pr(x), the existence of the derivative follows directly from claim
(a) of Theorem 2. On the other hand, if LBWENO interpolation is used, Pr(x) is a polynomial function, thus the derivative
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Table 2
Exponents αr,k,l for BWENO(LBWENO) interpolation for r = 4.
l \ k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 23
1
3
2 0 0 0 0 23 2
2
3
3 0 0 0 13
2
3 2
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0
8 0
obviously exists. In both cases we proved that the obtained interpolating function can be high order accurate in the central
interval [xi, xi+1]. Furthermore, since for both interpolation procedures Pr(xi− 12 ) = V (xi− 12 ) and Pr(xi+ 12 ) = V (xi+ 12 ) (see (b)
of Theorems 2 and 4), and according to the definition of V (x) the requirement (26) is obviously satisfied.
Tomeat non-oscillatory requirements the smoothness indicator (17) will be calculated by taking the sum from j = 2. The
reason for that lies in the fact that by taking the sum from j = 1, the average values of the function v(x)would be included in
the expression for evaluating the smoothness indicators. Since the function values are not an adequatemeasure for function
smoothness, the unnecessary oscillations could appear in the performed reconstruction. The suggested sum reduction from
j = 2 is actually equivalent to taking the sum up to l = r−1 in smoothness indicators of the standardWENO reconstruction.
With thiswe complete the BWENO reconstruction procedure. In the proceedingwe give some comments about the newly
proposed reconstruction algorithm.
It is worth noting that in the case when the rational BWENO interpolation is used, the analytical evaluation of derivative
of the rational function P ′r(x) becomes quite demanding. Due to discontinuities that can arise in the interpolating function,
computation of higher derivatives can become unstable. The stated problems do not arise if the LBWENO procedure is used,
since in that case the polynomial approximation Pr(x) has no poles, and furthermore polynomials are easy to derive.
When comparing the described BWENO and LBWENO reconstruction procedurewith the standardWENO reconstruction
procedure, besides the fact that the procedures for obtaining approximating functions are different, the difference also lies on
the level on which the non-oscillatory weighted combinations are performed. To be more clear, when theWENO procedure
is performed, just the interpolation polynomials are determined for the primitive function, and then their derivatives are
combined in a non-oscillatory manner. On the other hand, when BWENO and LBWENO are used, complete interpolation
procedure is performed on the primitive function, and then the approximating function of the reconstruction problem is
defined as a derivative of obtained function.
The positivity of weights that is quite important for the stability of the WENO algorithm and which is often considered
in the papers about WENO schemes, [29,14], should not be a matter of concern when the BWENO and LBWENO procedures
are used. This whole problem is avoided through non-oscillatory interpolation of function values of V (x).
4. Numerical tests
In order to consider the behavior of BWENO interpolation and reconstruction and to compare them with the standard
WENO approach, we still need to define exponents of smoothness indicators. By using different exponents αr,k,l that appear
in the construction of rational (19) and linearized version of BWENO scheme (23), different schemes can be developed, and
as a consequence different numerical approximations could be obtained. Obviously, if we choose αr,k,l = 0 for all k and l
wewill get an interpolating polynomial and if αr,k,l is to high then the approximation will strongly react to variations of the
smoothness indicator which will reduce oscillations but also disrupt the accuracy.
In numerical tests we will use two different families of schemes. First family, in which the exponents are defined with
αr,k,l(x) =

2, k = r + 2
1− |r + 2− k|
r − 1 , k ≠ r + 2, max{0, r + 2− k} < l < r +min{0, r + 2− k}
0, otherwise
(36)
is labeled ‘‘BWENO’’ (‘‘LBWENO’’). The resulting interpolationwill bemore conservative andwill give an approximation that
reduces oscillations even on expense of accuracy. This follows from the fact that polynomials of lower order are combined
in a non-oscillatorymanner and therefore the order of accuracy could be reduced. The exponents for this choice when r = 4
can be seen in Table 2.
Second family, defined with the exponents
αr,k,l(x) =

2, k = r + 2
2

1− |r + 2− k|
r − 1

, k > r + 2, 0 < l < r +min{0, r + 2− k}
0, otherwise
(37)
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Table 3
Exponents αr,k,l for BWENO2(LBWENO2) interpolation for r = 4.
l \ k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 43
2
3
2 0 0 0 0 0 2 43
3 0 0 0 0 0 2
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0
8 0
Table 4
TEST 4.1. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. LBWENO interpolation for ex .
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 6.7E− 02 5.6E− 04 3.2E− 04 1.4E− 04 1.0E− 04
10 1.5E− 02 9.1E− 05 4.6E− 06 2.1E− 06 1.5E− 06 2.1 2.6 6.1 6.1 6.1
20 3.6E− 03 6.4E− 06 6.8E− 08 3.1E− 08 2.2E− 08 2.1 3.8 6.1 6.1 6.1
40 8.7E− 04 4.0E− 07 1.0E− 09 4.8E− 10 3.4E− 10 2.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
80 2.2E− 04 2.5E− 08 1.6E− 11 7.4E− 12 5.2E− 12 2.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Table 5
TEST 4.1. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. LBWENO2 interpolation for ex .
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 6.7E− 02 5.6E− 04 9.9E− 05 5.0E− 07 1.0E− 07
10 1.5E− 02 9.1E− 05 1.1E− 06 6.4E− 09 9.2E− 11 2.1 2.6 6.4 6.3 10.1
20 3.6E− 03 6.4E− 06 1.5E− 08 2.9E− 11 7.3E− 14 2.1 3.8 6.3 7.8 10.3
40 8.7E− 04 4.0E− 07 2.2E− 10 1.1E− 13 0.0E+ 00 2.0 4.0 6.1 8.0
80 2.2E− 04 2.5E− 08 3.3E− 12 4.0E− 16 0.0E+ 00 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.2
and labeled ‘‘BWENO2’’ (‘‘LBWENO2’’), is designed to mimic the behavior of WENO schemes. We will see that the numerical
examples closely resemble to WENO schemes with some important advantages. The example of exponents for r = 4 are
shown in Table 3.
4.1. Order of accuracy for interpolation
This test is derived to numerically measure the order of accuracy of new interpolation algorithms. We consider here the
approximations of two smooth functions v(x) = ex and v(x) = sin4(πx/2) over the domain [−1, 1].
In both cases the domain is partitioned into N intervals or N + 1 equidistant points. L∞ numerical errors are used to
determine the order of accuracy.
We consider here the accuracy of the defined LBWENO and LBWENO2 interpolation algorithms. In each interval we use
LBWENO and LBWENO2 interpolation with 2r points in their stencil. To obtain the approximations on boundary intervals,
some ghost cells with r − 1 intervals on each side are used to virtually enlarge the numerical domain. Starting with 5
intervals, we doubled the number of cells at each step and calculate the errors and order of accuracy for different values of
parameter r .
Before we comment the obtained results, it is worth to mention that although the functions are smooth it is well known
that the WENO algorithm with standard smoothness indicators loses the accuracy at points for which derivatives vanish.
On the other hand, for the test function without critical point it was proven that the classical WENO interpolation is high
order accurate with order 2r (see [14]).
The obtained results are presented in Tables 4–7. In Tables 4 and 6 we can see that LBWENO algorithm has a limit and
cannot exceed the order 6. Even more, in the case of the sin4(πx/2) the order of accuracy additionally reduces, due to the
critical point, which occurs in the considered interval. Although the practically achieved orders of accuracy are smaller than
a formal WENO reconstruction order, the results suggest that we have designed the high order numerical approximation.
Furthermore, we can see that LBWENO activates the weighting function at the same level asWENO scheme for r = 2, which
is fourth order accurate, but LBWENO achieves order 6. LBWENO with r = 5 has the same order of accuracy as for r = 3,
however, it is more accurate and has very similar non-oscillatory properties. As expected, the results presented in Tables 5
and 7 show that LBWENO2 attains the designed order of accuracy for all considered values of r . From obtained numerical
results one can conduct that the order of accuracy of the defined LBWENO schemes actually depends on the lower level on
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Table 6
TEST 4.1. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. LBWENO interpolation for sin4(πx/2).
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 1.1E− 1 1.2E− 1 9.0E− 2 8.0E− 2 7.6E− 2
10 4.3E− 2 1.3E− 2 6.3E− 3 3.5E− 3 2.5E− 3 1.4 3.2 3.8 4.5 4.9
20 1.2E− 2 8.4E− 4 2.9E− 4 1.8E− 4 1.3E− 4 1.8 3.9 4.5 4.3 4.3
40 3.1E− 3 6.6E− 5 2.3E− 5 1.4E− 5 1.E− 5 2 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.7
80 7.7E− 4 4.7E− 6 1.5E− 6 9.3E− 7 6.4E− 7 2 3.8 3.9 3.9 4
Table 7
TEST 4.1. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. LBWENO2 interpolation for sin4(πx/2).
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 1.1E− 1 1.2E− 1 9.6E− 2 7.4E− 2 7.6E− 2
10 4.3E− 2 1.3E− 2 4.7E− 3 2.2E− 3 1.1E− 3 1.4 3.2 4.4 5.1 6.1
20 1.2E− 3 8.4E− 4 2.E− 4 2.E− 5 9.6E− 6 1.8 4 4.6 6.8 6.9
40 3.1E− 3 6.6E− 5 1.4E− 5 1.1E− 7 1.6E− 8 2 3.7 3.8 7.5 9.3
80 7.7E− 4 4.7E− 6 9.3E− 7 3.8E− 10 2.0E− 11 2 3.8 3.9 8.2 9.6
0
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(a) Complete domain. (b) ‘‘Zoom in’’ on the central cell.
Fig. 1. TEST 4.2. Comparison of different interpolating algorithms, for r = 3.
which the exponents αr,k,l are chosen to be strongly positive and as a consequence on the level on which rational weighting
functions are included in the construction.
This test is an indication that we have designed new approximation algorithms that achieve high order accuracy and we
will show in the proceeding that they retain desirable non-oscillatory properties.
4.2. Interpolation tests
After we considered in previous test the ability of approximating smooth functions with the proposed numerical
algorithms, we are interested now in their behavior when discontinuities appear. The crucial expectancy from the new
algorithms is reducing the numerical oscillations. In the considered tests we are interested in interpolation for a set of given
points in the interval [−1, 1].
For chosen r we divide the considered interval into 2r − 1 intervals with 2r equidistant points. We are interested just in
the approximation on the middle interval [− 12r−1 , 12r−1 ].
In the first test we consider the behavior of WENO and BWENO schemes for r = 3. We suppose that values in the
interpolation points are equal 1, except in the third point, i.e., for x = −0.2, which has the value 0.
In Fig. 1 the general behavior ofWENO and BWENO interpolation is shown. Although some significant oscillations appear
in theWENO and BWENO approach, these happens outside the interval of our interest [−0.2, 0.2]. Furthermore, we can see
that LBWENO does not interpolate the function on the complete domain shown in the figure, but it does in the boundary
points of the considered interval. It is worth to mention once again that WENO, BWENO are interpolating rational functions
on the complete numerical domain. In Fig. 1 we zoom in on the obtained interpolations on the interval we consider. We can
see on it that LBWENO is quite a good approximation of BWENO interpolation.
In the next problem, we again consider the case r = 3. Also, the values in all given points are set to 1, except in the third
and fourth points, i.e., for x = ∓0.2, which have value 0.
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In Fig. 2 the behavior of WENO and BWENO interpolation for r = 3 is presented on the complete domain used in the
interpolation process. We can see that all functions behave very similarly. In Fig. 2 we zoom in on the middle interval
[−0.2, 0, 2] on which the interpolations are determined. The similar behavior of WENO and LBWENO function can be
observed and both have smaller oscillations than interpolating polynomial. The graph of BWENO function is omitted in
this figure since it overlaps with the result of LBWENO.
We consider now the interpolating problem for r = 5. Thus, there are 10 interpolating points uniformly distributed in
the interval [−1, 1]. The interval of our interest is now [− 19 , 19 ]. We propose that the values in the interpolating points are
equal to 1, except in four middle points that have value 0.
Fig. 3 shows the general behavior of WENO and LBWENO interpolation on the complete interval. As in the previously
described cases, the oscillations that can be observed lie inside the interval of our interest. Closer look at the middle interval
in Fig. 3 reveals that WENO interpolation is still oscillatory although the oscillations are smaller when compared to the
interpolating polynomial. On the other hand the LBWENOpractically produces a zero polynomial on the considered interval.
The reason of such a behavior lies in the fact that the LBWENO interpolation includes theweighted combination even for the
polynomials of low order, while the WENO algorithm uses a convex combination of 5-th degree interpolation polynomials
to construct essentially non-oscillatory rational function. Of course, since all 5-th degree interpolation polynomials used in
the construction have strong oscillations, this results with the oscillations of WENO interpolation. So, in this example we
can clearly see the advantage of the new algorithm.
4.3. Order of accuracy for reconstruction
The orders of accuracy of the newly proposedWENO reconstruction algorithms are considered on the function v(x) = ex
over the domain [−1, 1]. The test is performed in the following way. For the chosen function, we compute its cell averages
analytically, reconstruct the function values from these cell-averages by using modified WENO, LBWENO and LBWENO2
reconstruction algorithms, and finally evaluate the order of accuracy by using L∞ norm over the considered interval.
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Table 8
TEST 4.3. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. Modified WENO reconstruction for ex .
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 6.8E− 01 8.0E− 02 2.3E− 03 7.7E− 05 8.6E− 07
10 3.0E− 01 9.3E− 03 9.9E− 05 6.2E− 07 7.8E− 09 1.2 3.1 4.5 6.9 6.8
20 1.4E− 01 1.1E− 03 3.2E− 06 5.2E− 09 1.7E− 11 1.1 3.1 4.9 6.9 8.9
40 6.9E− 02 1.3E− 04 1.0E− 07 4.1E− 11 3.0E− 14 1.0 3.1 5.0 7.0 9.1
80 3.4E− 02 1.5E− 05 3.1E− 09 3.2E− 13 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0
Table 9
TEST 4.3. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. LBWENO reconstruction for ex .
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 6.8E− 01 7.9E− 02 1.5E− 02 8.5E− 03 5.9E− 03
10 3.0E− 01 9.1E− 03 1.6E− 03 9.2E− 04 6.4E− 04 1.2 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2
20 1.4E− 01 1.0E− 03 1.9E− 04 1.1E− 04 7.5E− 05 1.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
40 6.9E− 02 1.2E− 04 2.3E− 05 1.3E− 05 9.2E− 06 1.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0
80 3.4E− 02 1.5E− 05 2.9E− 06 1.6E− 06 1.1E− 06 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Table 10
TEST 4.3. L∞ errors and orders of accuracy. LBWENO2 reconstruction for ex .
N/r L∞ error Order
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5 6.8E− 01 1.8E− 02 5.9E− 04 2.0E− 05 7.3E− 07
10 3.0E− 01 2.0E− 03 1.6E− 05 1.4E− 07 1.2E− 09 1.2 3.2 5.2 7.2 9.2
20 1.4E− 01 2.4E− 04 4.7E− 07 1.0E− 09 2.3E− 12 1.1 3.1 5.1 7.1 9.1
40 6.9E− 02 2.9E− 05 1.4E− 08 7.8E− 12 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0
80 3.4E− 02 3.6E− 06 4.5E− 10 6.0E− 14 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0
The numerically obtained orders of accuracy are presented in Tables 8–10. As expected, the achieved orders of accuracy
are for the modified WENO and LBWENO2 scheme equal to 2r − 1, while in the LBWENO case the order of accuracy does
not exceed the order 3. Again, as in the interpolation problem, the reason for that is closely connected with the lowest level
on which the exponents αr,k,l are chosen to be strongly positive.
4.4. Reconstruction test
Previously we analyze the newly proposed algorithms on interpolation problems and observe some advantages in
comparison to the standard WENO algorithm. In the case of reconstruction problem the advantages of BWENO algorithm
become even more obvious. As we already mentioned, the standard WENO algorithm can create a discontinuous function
when reconstructing a function from its known average values.
We consider a test problem on the function v(x)whose average values over the cells are equal to 1, except in the middle
cell in which this value is equal to 0 (see Fig. 4). In the following test we choose r = 3 for the performedWENO and LBWENO
reconstructions.
Results presented in Fig. 4 show that a serious problem can arise when the standard WENO reconstruction is used.
However, the discontinuities in the numerical approximation appear even in the middle cell in which the approximations
are considered. These discontinuities can be very dangerous. For example, some numerical methods for solving hyperbolic
partial differential equations use WENO reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct values of a function on the borders and
even in some inner points of a numeric cell from its average values. Discontinuities in the reconstructed function can cause
numeric instabilities that are hard to deal with.
On the other hand, the LBWENO algorithm produce stable approximations, which could be determined in the arbitrary
point of the considered cell. Therefore, LBWENO and BWENO reconstruction obviously seem as a safer choice.
Negativeweights ofWENO reconstruction are themain cause of instabilities in themiddle of the numerical cell. In [32] an
elegant modification of the original WENO algorithm was made to treat this problem. This modification drastically reduces
instabilities and removes the problem of negative weights. However, this treatment does not produce a smooth function
and therefore cannot be used for calculating derivatives. Although the accuracy of WENO is preserved in smooth regions,
instabilities are still possible in the vicinity of discontinuities.
In the following testwe choose r = 4 for the performedWENO reconstructions. The interval [−1, 1] is divided in to seven
equally spaced numerical cells. The average values over the cells {1, 2, 3, 7} are equal to 1 and in cells {4, 5, 6} are equal to
0. Results presented in Fig. 5 show reconstruction in the middle cell. The results denoted with WENO NW are obtained by
usingWENO technique with additional treatment of negative weights according to [32]. The abbreviation MWENO refers to
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the numerical results obtained with the modifiedWENO algorithm described in Section 3.2. It is nicely visible that LBWENO
and MWENO do not produce instabilities that are present in WENO and WENO NW curves.
5. Application of WENO approximation on schemes for PDEs
The reconstruction problem described in Section 3 is the base for the finite volume WENO schemes when solving the
hyperbolic conservation and balance laws. For the considered one-dimensional balance law of the form
∂u
∂t
= −∂f(u, x)
∂x
+ g(u, x), (38)
we look for the solution u(x, t).
We are interested in numerical approximation of the stated problem and consider here the finite volume scheme, which
includes the WENO reconstruction. Its brief description is given in the next subsection.
5.1. Finite volume WENO scheme
The general structure of the corresponding conservative scheme for solving (38) has the form
dui(t)
dt
= − 1
∆xi
fi+ 12 −fi− 12 + 1∆xi Gi. (39)
Here ui(t) denotes the approximation to the average value of the solution over the cell Ii at time t ,fi+ 12 is the numerical
approximation to the value f(u(xi+ 12 , t), xi+ 12 ), while Gi approximates the term

Ii
g(u(x, t), x)dx. The left-hand side of
the above equation, i.e. the time part, is solved by using the strong stability preserving (SSP) explicit Runge–Kutta time
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Fig. 6. TEST 5.2. Initial condition for linear advection test problem.
integration [33,34] of different orders. The approximations of the terms on the right side of (39) are based on WENO
reconstruction and on the solution of the generalized Riemann problem. Since at each time step the average values ui(t) are
known, Riemann problem can be defined on each (i + 12 )th cell boundary. The values u−i+ 12 and u
+
i+ 12
, which approximate
the exact value of the solution at the considered cell boundary can be determined using the WENO reconstructions. Then
the corresponding Riemann problem should be solved. Since the exact values of such solution are not always available or
computationally too expensive, the approximate Riemann solvers are used, i.e.fi+ 12 = F(u−i+ 12 ,u+i+ 12 ), (40)
where F is the numerical flux function consistent with the physical flux. A more detailed description of the finite volume
WENO schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws can be found in [30]. Furthermore, their well-balanced extensions to the
hyperbolic balance laws are developed in [16–21].
To obtain pointwise values of the solution on the cell boundaries, one can use WENO, BWENO or LBWENO algorithm to
obtain high order accurate approximations. Despite the fact that the approximations obtained by using the classical WENO
reconstruction algorithm have poles inside the considered interval [xi− 12 , xi+ 12 ], it is actually well known that these poles do
not lie at the boundaries xi− 12 , xi+ 12 . Therefore the classical WENO approach with the finite volume WENO schemes for the
hyperbolic conservation lawsworkswell. However, if the balanced lawwith the source term g(u, x) is considered, its integral
over the cell Ii,

Ii
g(u(x, t), x)dx, should be numerically approximated. When the numerical integration formulas are used
the values of the solution at somepoints inside the interval Ii are needed. If these points coincidewith poles of approximation
obtained by using the classical WENO reconstruction algorithm or are close to it, the numerical instabilities could appear.
On the other hand, if the modified WENO approach, BWENO or LBWENO algorithms are used for the reconstruction, this
problem is omitted, since there exist no poles inside the interval Ii.
The behavior of the numerical scheme obtained with different reconstruction approaches is studied on test examples in
the next subsections.
5.2. Linear advection test
We consider the linear advection equation
ut + ux = 0. (41)
The test problem is defined with the initial condition that are given with
u(x, 0) =

1
6
[G(x, z − δ)+ 4G(x, z)+ G(x, z + δ)] , −0.8 ≤ x ≤ −0.6
1, −0.4 ≤ x ≤ −0.2
1− |10(x− 0.1)|, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2
1
6
[F(x, a− δ)+ 4F(x, a)+ F(x, a+ δ)] , 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6
0, otherwise,
where G(x, z) = e−β(x−z)2 , F(x, a) = max(1− α2(x− a)2, 0) and constants equal to a = 0.5, z = −0.7, δ = 0.005,
α = 10 and β = log 2
36δ2
(see Fig. 6). The boundary conditions are defined as periodic on the domain [−1, 1]. The described
test was suggested in [2].
The numerical results are determined by the finite volume scheme with the classical WENO algorithms and the new
WENO algorithms proposed in this paper. We test explicit finite volume WENO(s, r) schemes where s denotes the number
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of stages of Runge–Kutta time integration and r describes the size of stencil used in the spatial reconstruction. WENO(s, r)
should be s order accurate in time and at most 2r − 1 order accurate in space.
We compute the solution up to t = 2 s with N = 200 points and with CFL number equal to 0.6.
In Figs. 7 and 8 we present the comparison of the numerical results obtained with WENO and LBWENO schemes using
the same Runge–Kutta time integration but different spatial reconstruction. The figure shows the amount of numerical
dissipation present in the solution. As expected, LBWENO2 behaves similarly to WENO schemes. LBWENO(2, r) schemes
produce results that are somewhere in between WENO(2, 2) and WENO(2, 3). We have already seen in test 4.3 that
LBWENO(2, r) should be as accurate asWENO(2, 3) but this test shows extra numerical dissipation that arises in the solution.
5.2.1. Testing the order of accuracy
The order of accuracy of the proposed finite volume WENO schemes with the new proposed LBWENO reconstructions
are determined on two standard linear advection problems. In first test the initial condition is given with u(x, 0) = sin(πx),
while in the second one it is equal to u(x, 0) = sin4(πx). In both cases, the domain is [−1, 1] and periodic boundary
conditions are defined. The solution is calculated up to time t = 0.05 s with time step determined such that the time
discretization error becomes adjustedwith the spatial discretization. The obtainednumerical results for LBWENO, LBWENO2
and standardWENO reconstructions are presented in Tables 11 and 12.WENO and LBWENO2 reconstruction losses accuracy
in extremal points this fact is visible i Table 12while the affect on LBWENO is visible in booth test cases. Expected fifth order
accuracy can be seen for LBWENO2 an WENO algorithm in Table 12.
5.3. Burgers equation
We consider the non-linear scalar Burger’s equation
ut +

1
2
u2

x
= 0, (42)
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Table 11
TEST 5.2.1. L1 errors and orders of accuracy for u(x, 0) = sin(πx).
N LBWENO Order LBWENO2 Order WENO Order
10 1.3E− 2 1.2E− 3 1.8E− 3
20 1.8E− 3 2.8 4.1E− 5 4.9 4.8E− 5 5.3
40 6.1E− 4 1.5 1.2E− 6 5.2 1.3E− 6 5.2
80 1.5E− 4 2.0 3.8E− 8 4.9 3.7E− 8 5.1
160 3.4E− 5 2.1 1.1E− 9 5.1 1.2E− 9 5.0
Table 12
TEST 5.2.1. L1 errors and orders of accuracy for u(x, 0) = sin4(πx).
N LBWENO Order LBWENO2 Order WENO Order
10 4.8E− 2 3.0E− 2 3.2E− 2
20 6.8E− 3 2.8 4.0E− 3 2.9 4.2E− 3 2.9
40 2.6E− 3 1.4 4.9E− 4 3.0 6.0E− 4 2.8
80 6.3E− 4 2.1 3.3E− 5 3.9 4.2E− 5 3.8
160 1.4E− 4 2.2 1.4E− 6 4.6 2.6E− 6 4.0
0
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Fig. 9. TEST 5.3. Initial condition for the Burgers test problem.
with the initial condition
u(x, 0) =

1, if |x∓ 0.35| ≤ 0.25
0, otherwise (43)
and periodic boundary conditions on the domain [−1, 1]. The initial condition is presented in Fig. 9.
This test is designed to test the TVD properties and stability of WENO reconstruction on interacting shocks. The results
are studied up to final time t = 0.5 s using a grid with∆x = 0.05 and CFL = 0.9.
After the first time step, it is clearly visible in Fig. 10(a) and (b) that classical WENO scheme produces non physical
solutions,while all LBWENO schemes produce expected reasonable results. The solution is negative in one grid point because
of the high order oscillating polynomials in between two shocks, which are the building blocks of theWENO reconstruction.
Such a behavior occurs regardless of the chosen value of the CFL coefficient and Runge–Kutta time integration. It depends
only on the number of numerical cells between two discontinuities and on the size of the WENO reconstruction stencil. On
the other hand the proposed LBWENOschemes donot have suchproblems regardless of the stencil they are using. The reason
for that is the scheme flexibility, inherited from its construction that allows the reduction of the order of the polynomials,
which are the building blocks of the considered approximations. By this reduction, the polynomials without oscillations are
used as building blocks of higher order approximations leading in this way to the non-oscillatory final approximation even
between two close discontinuities.
Fig. 11 shows a comparison of WENO, LBWENO and LBWENO2 schemes in the vicinity of a shock. As expected, behavior
of LBWENO2 and WENO schemes is almost identical. Since the WENO scheme exhibits typical oscillations, a TVD property
of the solution is not preserved, indicating at the same time that the used CFL number should be reduced.
One of the goals of LBWENOnumerical schemes is to improve shock resolution and reduce oscillations ofWENO schemes.
Fig. 12 shows that all LBWENO(2, r) schemes outperformWENO(2, 4). Even the LBWENO(2, 5),which uses up to tenth degree
polynomials in the reconstruction, does not oscillate and has very good shock resolution. This clearly shows good stability
properties of newWENO schemes.
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Fig. 12. TEST 5.3. Comparison of WENO and LBWENO schemes of different spatial reconstruction order, t = 0.27 s.
In Figs. 13 and 14, total variation properties of WENO, LBWENO and LBWENO2 schemes are compared. It is clear that
LBWENO schemes have very good TVD properties and consistent behavior, while LBWENO2 behaves similarly to theWENO
schemes.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper we propose the new weighted essentially non-oscillatory interpolation algorithm obtained by using the
binary recursive construction.We refer to it as to the binaryWENO (BWENO) algorithm. This new procedure can be seen as a
possible alternative in the construction ofWENO schemes. BWENO algorithm is designed in order to reduce oscillations that
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occur as a result of WENO interpolation and reconstruction in some special situations described in the paper. Furthermore,
the proposed BWENO procedure is altered in order to produce a polynomial BWENO interpolation. This was done by
linearization of the rational weighting function and the resulting algorithm is labeled LBWENO. In both cases, the crucial
properties of the proposed interpolations, such as accuracy and differentiability of the interpolating functions are studied
and proved.
Based on the new interpolation procedures, we further develop the improvement of the reconstruction algorithm. New
reconstruction algorithm produces a non-oscillatory smooth reconstruction function that can be used for evaluation in the
interior points of the numerical cell without any danger of oscillations and instabilities of the algorithm.
The behavior of the proposed procedures is considered on several test examples. The improvement of the interpolation
and reconstruction algorithms reflect to the WENO numerical schemes for solving the hyperbolic conservation laws. The
obtained effects are presented through the corresponding numerical tests.
The main drawback of the proposed algorithms is that the new construction is considerably more complex than the
standard WENO algorithm. As a consequence, the increase in CPU time arises, however the new schemes have much more
tunable parameters than the original WENO schemes. Important step toward an efficient BWENO algorithm is the LBWENO
algorithm but we expect from our future work that the execution time of BWENO scheme will be reduced and that it will
become comparable to the WENO scheme. Furthermore, we plan to investigate the properties of new interpolations and
reconstructions in more details, their application to balance laws with complicated source terms and their efficiency.
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